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AIM LP 
A Set of LP Improvement Utilities 

For Planners who need the best possible tools for improving their LP performance. Advanced Industrial Modeling, Inc. 
packages its patented LPMonitor and LPCompare utilities into a single solution. LPMonitor monitors and improves LP 

models. LPCompare helps to better align the weekly or monthly operations planning LP with the process controls. 

LPMonitor 
LPMonitor’s Base solution includes all of the application 
features to allow you to track how well your LP matches 
actual plant behavior. The Base features includes: 

LP Monitor- Base Features 

 Interface to your plant historian. 

 Automated data collection. 

 Automated material balance checking. 

 Data screening tools (e.g. to help users deal with bad 
data, poor mass balances or data outliers). 

 Automated retrieval of LP coefficients from planning 
LP submodel. 

 Plots of current LP predictions vs plant. 

 Statistics for current LP predictions vs plant. 

 Automated calculation of quality of LP fit versus plant 
for both yields and properties. 

 AIM database. 

 Integrated AIM database calculation engine. 

LPMonitor’s Improver features add additional 
functionality to calculate new LP submodel coefficients to 
make your LP better match actual operation. In addition 
to the Base features, the Improver adds the following: 

LPMonitor- Improver Features 

 Calculation of new LP base coefficients. 

 Calculation of new LP shift coefficients. 

 Plots of new LP predictions vs plant. 

 Statistics for new LP predictions vs plant. 

 Export of new LP coefficients back to Excel. 

 Extensive new coefficient documentation. 

LPCompare 
LPCompare is for Planners and Engineers who want the 
ability to compare the LP solution and its constraints 
versus the actual plant controller setpoints and their 
constraints. Typically the plant solution and constraints 
will be visible in terms of the multivariable controller 
targets and their upper and lower limits. The LPCompare 
features include the following: 

 

LPCompare Features 

 Plots of LP solution over time showing upper & lower 
bounds, and solution variables. 

 Plots of multivariable solution over time showing 
upper and lower bounds and solution variables. 

 Tabular representation of current LP solution 
compared to LP solution. 

 Multivariable controller on / off statuses. 

LPTracker 
LPTracker is a renewable yearly service for tracking and 
improving LP submodel predictions versus actual plant 
performance. AIM will monitor LP predictions periodically 
and produce an improved set of LP submodel 
coefficients. Used in conjunction with LPMonitor and 
LPCompare, this service provides you with the 
consistency you need to keep your LP models running 
well every month of every year, even when you are facing 
staffing shortages, rotations or retirements. 

 

Why it’s better 
 Large bottom-line savings: 25 ¢ per BBL. 

 Increased LP model credibility. 

 LP assurance is a lasting part of your business. 

 AIM maintains the solution 

 AIM will do LP tracking for you 

 At least 10 / 1 annual benefits / project cost 


